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by "Michele James"
Probation for What's Missing
Prophylactics from Rape Debates
Chris Kehl
*' The following piece is· writ-ten under a
pseudonym because the writer sees no need
tQ make hersel f the object of overt
sensationalism. Th,S story is true, and
these are the writer's opinions.
...will appear in the next issue ofTHE KNIGHT!
Look forward to: AIDS Stamps around the World
President Clinton on Foreign Stamps
The Madonna Stamp Phenomenon
boob tube big wigs into believing that if they
play "condom commercials," no one will
watch their shows. Good! Bring on the
dancing girls, and Spuds Mackenzie wear-
ing lubricated condom hats.
I say let these groups boycott television
for a while, and catch up on their reading.
Specifically, they can read Attorney Gen-
eral, Janet Reno's predecessor, C. Everett
Koop's, study on AIDS, and its dramatic
increase in the youth of America, due to
many factors-inc1uding lackofknowledge
of safer sex methods.
I welcome all rebuttals that will juslify
the shunning of prophylactic commercials
during the breaks between "In Living
Color's" Fly Girls and "Martin."
Remember: ignorance of the
truth is no excuse.
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VICTIM on 11
course and the male partner knows it.
He knew I did not want to be there
because I tried to claw him and hurt him, and
I stated I did not want to engage in sexual
activity. He did not care what I wanted!
I do not want the readers to pity me, but
I want them to beeducated. Ifany individual
has been raped, talk to someone. If one is
scared itmay happen, be very careful. Ifone
see
has ever had a gut feeling about someone
and the feeling warns you to beware, po-
litely excuse yourself and leave. That just
might save you from being a victim. No
person should be sexually assaulted, but it
does happen.
Men. ifyou evergetangry because your
girlfriend is not ready, or does not want to
have sex, don't force her to have sex. Please
think how you would feel if someone did
that .to your mother, sister, grandmother,
452-1553, any time.
The opinions expressed in The
Knight do not represent the opinions
of Nova University or any person or
group associated with Nova Univer-
sity. Each individual, group, or tur-
key speaks for herself, himself, or
"itself.
The Knight staff reserves the
right to edit, exclude, return, or give
thanks for any submitted materials
at The Knight staffs discretion.
N.U.T.S.
..gobble, gobble"
"Michele James"
Sarah Polo
Donna Kaye
WNKR
N.U.B.S.A.
The Knight is the official stu-
dent newspaper of Nova University.
All university members are encour-
aged to submit maize, sweet pota-
toes, or anything they desire for pub-
lication or consumption.
The Knight office is located on
the main campus of Nova Univer-
sity, Fort Lauderdale, on the second
floor of the Rosenthal Student Cen-
ter, in room 208.
Telephone The Knight at (305)
Chris Kehl
Tia Shafiq
Bari Grossman
N.I.S.A.
N.A.T.U.R.E.
Kimber Sharp Indian chief
Tracy Froebel associate pilgrim
Jason Domasky chilled cranberry sauce
Anthony Dominici turkey carver / pocket liner
Jeff Sponder lima beans and athletic munchies
Preston Frenkel he baked the pumpkin pie
Dr. Chris Jackson stuffing and basting advisor
me to go to a movie. Though I could not go
to the movies, he picked me up anyway. I
did not ask where we were going, nor did he
tell me. He drove to a secluded spot, that is
now Sawgrass Mills Mall, but at the time it
was dirt hills.
We sat talking and looking at the stars,
and then he kissed me once before ordering
me to take my pants off. He then proceeded
Men, if you ever get angry because your girlfriend is not ready,
or does not want to bave sex, don't force ber to bave sex.
to pin me down and pulled out a condom.
Rather politically correct. don't you think?
You are probably thinking, well why
didn'tsherunorscreamorsomething. Well,
very honestly, I was afraid for my life. I had
seen this guy angry before andI knew he had
a bad temper. He would not think twice
about hitting me.
So I lay there and let him sexually
attack me. You are saying to yourself, she
didn't outrightly say no. ,So it isn't rape,
right? No, wrong it is rape if the woman
does not want to partake in sexual inter-
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Since entering college a few months
ago, I have noticed something. There are
certain topics, mainly abortion, religion, and
date rape, everyonelovestodebate. I thought
when I came to college I could start from
scratch, but I cannot because my repressed
nightmare keeps haunting me.
I was a fourteen yearold virgin who had
never had a real boyfriend, and yes, I did
know my attacker quite well. He was hand-
some, had a car, and was a junior in high
school. I was a freshman, fourteen years old
and very naive. I didn't believe these things
happened in real life, but now I know they
do.
I am writing this article because I am
sick and tired of hearing how the "experts"
feel about rape. I was a victim, and am now
a survivor. I am not proud of this, nor did I
ask to be raped. I was not dressed provoca-
tively, nor were we "fooling around and
went too far."
Very simply put, he calledme and asked
Ladies: everhave thatnot-so-fresh feel-
ing? Guys, do you know how to relieve the
burningitchofrecurrenthemorrhoids? Want
to know the phone sex numbers for guys to
talk to girls, or girls to talk to guys, or for
guys to talk to guys, and fmally, for girls to
talk to girls?
Where do you fmd all this information
and more? Probably between the breaks in
"Seinfeld" and "Monday Night Football."
That's right! Commercials!
In the "Gay Nineties," we, the con-
sumer, can fmd everything we need on tele-
vision-from the Thighmastef to the SouV
Psychic Hotline. It seems all consumer
needs are to be met by our new best friend,
the television. But what happens when we
grow up? Well, there's always the driving
school ads, and the "Oxy 10" spots.
Okay, but what happens when little
Jane and John want to explore the wonders
of the dirty three letter word that starts with
"s" and ends with "XT'
The flfSt concern of any parent. or re-
sponsible adult. is to warn their child of the
dangers of partaking in sexual intercourse.
Thisincludesteenagepregnancy,somegood IL...- _
natured SID's, and of course, Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
If these lovely prospects don't scare
the hell out of the child, then what do
you do? You, of course, turn to your
best friend.
Ifyou turn to television for guidance, as
we did just a paragraph ago, then 10 and
behold, we see a sonogram of an unborn
fetus about to be aborted, and a strong mes-
sage thatabortion is wrong. We see that side
of the argument.
Now, where are the Pro-choice ads?
Whoops, mymistake, there aren' tany. Well,
that's okay. As long as the networks broad-
cast safer sex commercials too, right?
Wrong! Not a single one. Everwonder
why this is?
In an era 'where we went from "free
love" to "free AIDS testing," you would I. I
think a conscious person would be able to
fmd one commercial for condoms on the
tube. Don'tbe fooled by MTV or other pay
channels thatmentionprophylactics in pass-
ing, or to the beat of the commercialized
drummer.
Where's theBeef? Betteryet. ''Where's
the Rubbers?"
You will never find a thirty-second
commercial for Trojans- "Ribbed for
her pleasure"-on any of the major
networks.
It seems that certain groups, that shall
remain nameless, have threatened these
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Merging Benefits
All Concerned
SCOREi ng Social Awareness for Novo
in the South Florida Communitv
continued from page 1 continued from page 1 organizations SCORE students have uti-
lized.
Recently, SCORE students collected
trash discarded on Hollywood Beach as
participants in a county-wide Beach Clean
Up, and assisted abused and foster children .
for the afternoon at "Make a Difference
Day."
The program is broken down, over the
four-year period. to focus on different areas
volunteerism in both the Nova University
and local community.
When asked about the purpose of the
SCORE program, Assistant Dean Robinson
stated, "We want to extend the learning
process beyond the walls of the classroom
and the buildings of Nova University."
According to Steve Haddad, director of
the FloridaOffice ofCampus Volunteers, in
an article entitled, "Colleges Make Volun-
The5COAE program is designed to inform
students of social and community problems.
where leadership and community service
are instrumental.
First-year students focus on the Nova
Universitycommunity,andsecond-yearstu-
dents center on the state community.
Third-year students are concerned with the
international community, and fourth-year
SCORE students take part in a "Capstone
Experience." Here students .will take the
knowledge they have acquired throughout
the three years in the SCORE program, and
apply it to a particular field orprofession the
students hope to enter in the future.
The SCORE program is designed to
inform students of social and community
problems. It gives students an opportunity
to make an impact through education and
teer Work Pay Off' (The Miami Herald,
September 7,1993), "I think young people
today are tired ofbeing perceived as selfish,
self-absorbed, and not too intelligent. There
are social crises out there, and young people
have fmally heard the call. Instead ofshun-
ning the torch passed to them, they're taking
it and running with it."
Dr. Suzanne Ferriss, Faculty Liaison
for the SCORE program, hopes that when
SCORE students graduate and enter the
work force and community, they will take
the knowledge they have gained from their
classroom experiences and community ser-
vice commitment back to the community.
continued on the right pa1!e
Tracv Froebel is a Legal Studies nUljor
to graduate in May. Un/onunately, she
will not be attending Nova when all these
predicted expansions are implemented.
However, she sees that Nova's future
looks very bright!
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The Nova Knights Chess Club meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays, in the Rosenthal
Student Center cafeteria, from 6 to 9 p.m.
E-mail president Russell Splain at
'splainr' , secretary Oscarat 'friaso' , or trea-
surer Joel at 'nattj' , on Nova's Polaris com-
puter system. Or call Russell at home at
(305) 584-8860.
The Nova University Black Student
Association is hosting a bake sale Dec. 3 in
front of the Parker Building on Nova's main
campus, Ft. Lauderdale. The sale will begin
at8:30a.m. andcontinue through 11:30a.m.
NUBSA invites all students to its regu-
lar weekly meetings held every other Fri-
day, at 5:15 p.m. in the Rosenthal Student
Center, in room 202. E-mail Lisa Metellus,
'metellus' on Nova's Polaris computer sys-
tem, for more information.
Make Your Best Move:
The Blood Center can also arrange to
supply an Aphoresis Unit for those who are
interested in donating plasma. The proce-
dure of Aphoresis draws the blood, spins it
down, and returns your blood cells to you.
The plasma that is taken out is replaced
by yourbody within 48 hours, as long as you I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
increase your fluids. This allows the donor
to donate plasma as often as once a week if
you want.
In order to arrange for the Aphoresis
Unit, we will need to guarantee at least three
donors. Ifyou are interested in donating by
Aphoresis, please contact David Nurbin,
President ofN.A.T.U.R.E.
Anyone who wishes to make an ap-
pointment on~line, contact David Nurbin,
PresidentofN.A.T.U.R.E., at 'nurbind', or
call the StudentLifeofficeat (305)452-1400.
GOLD PERFECTIONSTM
ALARM ENGINEERSTM
GOLD PACKAGING I i ALARM SYSTEMS
.ALL Emblems, Logos* I Homet. K-9 • Excalibur
$20 00 h I Commander. Tomahawk
• eac I *Prices Start At
,Installed!! I $99.00 , Limited
* Limit 3 Emblems/logos Min. ~rop'er Nova 1.0. ReQuired Warranty
............~ .
GOLD PACKAGING II iAUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES:
Complete Gold Pakages* I Neon. K-40 Radar Detectors
., All Emblems, Logos. 20~ Remote Starts. Keyless Enrty
• Antenna Base, Nut, Tip 0 I Window Modules. Voice Moduals
• Exhaust Tips • Grill 0 FF I Power Door Lock Kits. Seat Covers
I Auto Locksmith Available
_*~ri;:~~ ='!.t~m~:'m~:.Vy~ .L *Q.a!LfQ!. ~l!lI2.
Special Discounts to Nova 5tuaents and emPloyees wilD.
\
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klub knugget
On behalfof Community Blood Center
of South Florida, Inc., a sincere thank you
goes out to the following Nova University
students. These students participated in the
campus Blood Drive sponsored and con-
ducted by N.A.T.U.R.E. on September 28.
Jamie Amacher David Nurbin
Margie Booker Therese Obrien
Aimee Bucchino Laura Peck
Curtis Burney Sarah Polo
Danielle Daulerio Carolyn Pope
Dianne Ervin Ann Reynolds
Adrienne Estebanez Susan Richards
Joshua Feingold Ginette Roman
Daemon Fields Marlana Rugg
Christina Gay Antonette Russell
Lena Hall Charmaine Santiago
Davida Herman Todd Shane
Paul Hill Robin Sherman
El isha Jacobs Randi Sims
Ronald Kaba~sky Sara Solomon
Donna Kaye Tracy Soto
Chris Kehl Joseph Southi;3rd
Jean Lewis Erin Sprague
Jenny Liming Helen Tragou
Michelle Macko Alisha Valle
John Malouft Brian Wactlar
Joel Natt Irina Yusupov
Those who donated blood in Septem·
ber will have another opportunity in De-
cember.
On Wednesday, December 1,
N.A.T.U.R.E. willbe sponsoring theirsec-
ond blood drive this semester. The drive
will be held from 12-5 p.m. in the second
floor lounge in theRosenthal StudentCen·
ll:r·-lISUFFINGTON INTERNATIONAL, INC. I
(305) 433-0058 (305) 956-9397
Broward Dade
We are #1 in our trades-Let us secure your piece of mind
and embelish your most prize possession *Your Vehicle* We come to
you for both installation and service, from Kendall to Pompano
Rolling Stones
H\t the\MAXH
knight knugget
ImagineMickJagger'slips"larger than
life" pictured on a 6O-foot-high by
80-foot-wide screen, ably backed by Keith
Richard's electrifying guitar, surrounding
you on a 14,000-watt, six-channel,
42-speaker sound system.
Add the acoustical accompaniments of
guitarist Ron Wood, bassist Bill Wyman
and drummer Charlie Watts and thousands
of your closest friends.
That's "RollingStones 'AtTheMAX',"
the MuseumofDiscovery and i
Science's newestBlockbuster
IMAX Theater fl1m, premier-
ing December 3.
This IMAX film was
shown over five nights in
Turin, Berlin and London, be-
tween July and August 1990,
during the final leg ofthe Steel
WheelslUrban Jungle Tour.
This 89-minute concert film
showcases the world's great-
est rock 'n' roll band perform- '
ing classic showstoppers such
as "Ruby Tuesday" and "(I
Can't Get No) Satisfaction."
Tickets for "Rolling
Stones 'At The MAX'" will
be available at both the Mu-
seum box office and at all
Ticketmaster outlets.
For more information,
call the Museum ofDiscovery
and Science at (305)
467-6637.
knight knugget
BarbaraBrodman, Professor and Coor-
dinator of the Latin American and Carib-
bean Studies program at Nova University, is
available to comment on the situation in
Haiti.
Brodman, as a delegate for the Wash-
ington Office on Haiti, traveled to Haiti to
observe the last elections held there. She
returned to the country on October 23, 1993
for a two week stay as a human rights
observer with Cry fOf Justice.
Cry for Justice is a coalition of U.S.
peace and justice groups trying to help the
situation in Haiti throughnon-violentmeans
with International Observers.
For more information, contact Dr.
Brodman at (305) 475-7001.
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The. Future of Campus Construction:
Administration and Psychology Buildings, and a Swimming Pool
continued from page B
conclude around late August Of" early
September. The building will be l0-
cated at the east end of the lake~
tween the Shepard BroadLawCenter
and the Mailman Hollywood Ceorer.
This new building will be a two-
story design, with a eentIa1 atriwn
lobbysimilar to thearchitectureofthe
Shepard Broad Law Center. The first
floor willhouseprimarilySlUdentser-
vices, with central admmistndion to
be located 00 the secood fIooc•.
Inamass exodusfrom theParter'
building will be Student AffaiJs, FI-
nancial Aid, the Regisbar's 0fIia:,
and the Bmsar's Office. The Office
of the President and Vice PresideIIl
will alsobemoved totheoewAdmin-
istration Building, along with many
of the departments which are mr-
rently housed in the "modular build-
ings," such as Accounting and Uni-
versity Research Services.
Since the new William and
NonnaHorvitzAdministrationBuiId-
ing will absorb somany offices, there
will be many empty spaces on cam-
pus. Now is the time todecidewbalis
goingwberewbeotbisspM:eisfinally
designated as "available."
When all the administralion of-
fIces now in Mailman arerelocafed to
the new adminisIraIioo building. the
bUildingwillconsistofonIymanJJers
. ofthePsycbologyDepartmeut. How-
ever, let it he noted that the plans b
a bmnd new School of Psycbology
building have already been drawnup,
and await available funding. H~
fully, consb1Jction on this new build-
ing will conclude within the next2-3
years.
As Mailman absorbs the remain-
der of the psychology departmeut,
you may wonder what is going to go
in Parker. For this I receivedlWO
different answers.
. According to 101m Santulli, the
Parlcet Building will take on a more
''medical'' look.
The ftrst floor would remain al-
most completely intact as it is pres-
ently, minus the Admissions depart-
ment Due to the merger of Nova
University with SoutheasternUniver-
sity of the Health Sciences, the thinI
floor ofthe building will evolve intoa
medical library.
There are defmite plans for the
see PALM TREES on 12
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RENFREW CENTER
EMPoWERING WOMEN TO RECLAIM THEIR LIVES
1-800-:432-8415
Most insurance accepted
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Food gets me
through my
nights.
III eat
Pizza. I
You're at school. Maybe
alone for the first time.
Having classes that are
unbelievably hard -- the
pressure is on. As life gets
.--__,1 more intense, you get more
obsessed with food. You eat,
constantly. Hinging and sometimes
purging. Or you diet as though a
morsel offood would kill you.
We understand what you're
going through. The Renfrew Center.
known nationally for the successfulfeel I treatmen~oft~ousandsof~omen
With dIsordered eatmg.
D-.sgust-.ng offers individual and grouptherapy programs during
r-------...JI the day. evenings and
weekends. We have a program near
you that will fit into your schedule,
and help you manage your life.
Please call today.
I ~ Call 1-800-332-8415 for
our free Information sheet
FOOD & ME. It's Important
food for thought
Ole Datran Ctr.#320
9100 S. DadeIa1d Blvd, Miami
305·670·'161
BOOK
NOW
FOR
THANKSGIVING
•XMAS
WE GO WHERE YOU GO:
~STERD~ $180
LONDON $185
SAN JOSE,CR $140
NEW YORK $118
CHICAGO $118
WASHINGTON DC $118
Fares are from Miami, each way, based on a
round trip purchase. Taxes & surcharges not
included. Restrictions apply. Some fares may
require an International Student ID and/or are
age restricted.
1\'i'-"II"II: Ilelle;ltll. tile
IIS\T£llttltt!Jic;11 1~;I£;I.le rector of the Salvation Army; Pat Mantis of
the Cooperative Feeding Program; and oth-
ers for a panel discussion and slide show
about hunger and homelessness.
In preparation for our campaign against
hunger and homelessness, a few of the Vol-
unteerBoard members decided to gooutand
talk to some homeless people. Out goal was
to ask them what they wanted. That may
seem relatively simple, but rarely are they
asked that question. People pass by the
streets and hand out a dollar, or simply do
nothing at all. That might relieve the guilt a
little, but never does anyone look into their
eyes and see their pain, or bother to hear
their story.
From October 14-17, Volunteer Board
member Maria Menendez and Liaison for
campus Volunteerism, Bari Grossman, at-
tended the National Student campaign
against Hunger and Ho.melessness Confer-
ence in Tampa, Horida. After speaking to
many homeless, and even some former
homeless individuals, they realized how
important that question was.
"What do you really want?"
"They may not even know how to an-
swer that question at fIrst, because no one
ever asked it," states Jim Peterson, a man
who was homeless and hopeless for most of
==========:::;iiiiiiiii~==========::;-r------------------------:-------T---:=::::-:'his life. "They don'teven know they have a
,. iIIright to wantanything. But when you talk to us, shake
our hand, and listen to our stories, you make us feel
like humans."
With this in mind, the Volunteer Board set outon
a mission to do just that-interaction with the home-
less peoples of Broward. On October 31, Bari
Grossman and myself visited the Salvation Army
located on Broward Boulevard. just east of the 1-95
exit.
At fIrst, I was a little nervous and afraid. I was
stepping into something new and different, and pos-
sibly even dangerous. I didn't know what to expect,
so I expected the worst. But I was wrong. Everyone
there was friendly and eager to talk and answer
questions.
We asked them what they wanted, and they
suggested the necessities, such as food, clothing, and
shelter. When speaking with many people, we real-
ized thatall they could see was a short term solution-
they needed immediate help.
However, as the Volunteerism Board see it, it is
important to fInd a strategic plan for long-term reso-
lution. That is the exact reason why we brought with
us a national petition by the Coalition for the Home-
kss, asking President Clinton to address the issues
immediately. Over 15 signatures of homeless indi-
viduals were obtained.
We have just begun to fIght these issues. There
is a lot more to do and each one of us can make a
difference. Homeless peoplearejust like you and me.
They have the same wants, the same needs, and they
deserve the same respect.
Join the Volunteer Board in their cam-
paign. If you are interested, or would like
further information on the plight of the home-
less. contact Bari Grossman at (305) 476-4871.
Preston "Rusty" Frenkel Theopening song, "Serve the Servants",
displays Kurt Cobain's uncanny ability to
Over the past several months music, as arrange such captivating sonnets, while ru- hard-core stability to make the variety of
a whole, has undertaken a rather nauseating ining his "Ulysses" equivalent with, "The images much more tangible.
trend.Itseemsthattalentbasbeenreplaced legendary divorce is such a bore." Lyric As for the othertwo song's mentioned:
with the mere mention of "revolution" (4 mismanagement is certainly one of the re- flfSt, "Frances Farmer..." isn't exceptional
Non Blondes), and with it, the overwhelm- occurring themes. But, then again, so is, in terms of both instrumental and lyrical
ingly popular "teenage-angst movement" fIrst rate, down home, kick-ass grunge- quality, but the tone of the piece works very
has more or less been "oat-brained." Seattle style. well. There's a profound nastiness that
Trapped within a media circle, most of "Heart-Sbaped Box," "Rape Me," becomes extremely addicting. With lines
us tend to forget that generic brands, while "FrancesFarmerWill Have Her Revenge on like: "It's so relieving, to know that you're
"cheaper" than their competitors, are, in Seattle," and "tourette's" capture the full leaving, as soon as you get paid," the pun-
fact, generic, and havt. •.• . • . '. 'shmentisallowedto lin-
no place in the altema Rape Me, bemg the extremelycontroversial song that It IS (HA HA HA HA jger, causing total and
tiveand/orcommerciru HA HA!) is also perhaps the most well-orchestrated song on the album. IUnadulterated engross-
society ofmusic. Witt " Iment.
this in mind, it became apparent that flavor of Nirvana's musical diversity. Second, "tourette's" was merely in-
Nirvana's latest, In Utero, had been sent to "Heart-Shaped Box," while more of a bal- tended to pay homage to the other thrash
revert us back to, a long forgotten, promised lad, has a tremendous bite, and entrances the songofits type, "TerritorialPissings," which
land. very second it tickles the ear with an under- was on Nevennind. Put it this way: ifyou're
With NeYermind forever shadowing stated array of visual psychosis. searching for the meaning of life (42, Ilw
each new inspiration, attempting to re-cre- "Rape Me," being the "extremely con- Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, by Dou-
ate themselves as "The band with no expec- troversial" song that it is (HA HA HA HA glas Adams), don't bother listening to this
tations," might have sealed Nirvana's fate, HA HA!) is also, perhaps, the most well- beauty. However, if you're looking for
much like many otherpreviously successful orchestrated song on the album. It's the only some serious mosh-pit mayhem, in under
musicians (Prince, or whatever that symbol song I can honestly refer to as smooth. Not three minutes, then "tourette's" would be
is). So, In 1!tero, for the most part, keeps necessarily a good thing, but, in this ca"e, it
with the original format, unpredictable. most certainly is. It brings a much needed
Thanksgiving issue the knight page 9
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Food gets me
through my
nights.
You're at school. Maybe
alone for the first time.
Having classes that are
unbelievably hard -- the
pressure is on. As life gets
,--__, more intense, you get more
obsessed with food. You eat,
constantly. Binging and sometimes
purging. Or you diet as though a
morsel offood would kill you.
We understand what you're
going through. The Renfrew Center,
known nationally for the successful
treatment of thousands of women
with disordered eating,
Disgusting offers individual and grouptherapy programs during
,----------11 the day, evenings and
I weekends. We have a program near
you that will fit into your schedule,
and help you manage your life.
Please call today.
I • Call1-80D-332-8415 for
our free Information sheet,
FOOD & ME. It's important
food for thought
III eat
Pizza. I
feel
Ole Datran Ctr.#320
9100 S. Dac:IeI<Yld Blvd, Miami
305·670·'161
BOOK
NOW
FOR
THANKSGIVING
•XMAS
WE GO WHERE YOU GO:
~STERD~ $180
LONDON $185
SAN JOSE,CR $140
NEW YORK $118
CHICAGO $118
WASHINGTON DC $118
Fares are from Miami, each Wi1'l, based on a
round trip purchase. Taxes & surcharges not
included. Restrictions apply. Some fares mi1'l
require an International Student ID and/or are
age restricted.
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Preston "Rusty" Frenkel
rector of the Salvation Army; Pat Mantis of
the Cooperative Feeding Program; and oth-
ers for a panel discussion and slide show
about hunger and homelessness.
In preparation for our campaign against
hunger and homelessness, a few of the Vol-
unteerBoardmembers decided to go outand
talk to some homeless people. Out goal was
to ask them what they wanted. That may
seem relatively simple, but rarely are they
asked that question. People pass by the
streets and hand out a dollar, or simply do
nothing at all. That might relieve the guilt a
little, but never does anyone look into their
eyes and see their pain, or bother to hear
their story.
From October 14-17, Volunteer Board
member Maria Menendez and Liaison for
campus Volunteerism, Bari Grossman, at-
tended the National Student campaign
against Hunger and Homelessness Confer-
ence in Tampa, Florida. After speaking to
many homeless, and even some former
homeless individuals, they realized how
important that question was.
"What do you really want?"
"They may not even know how to an-
swer that question at first, because no one
ever asked it," states Jim Peterson, a man
who was homeless and hopeless for most of
:=========Siiiiiiiiiiii~===========Jr---------------------:------"--T---:==~'his life. ''They don' t even know they have a
r I I I right to wantanything. But when you talk to us, shake
our hand, and listen to our stories, you make us feel
like humans."
With this in mind, the Volunteer Board setouton
a mission to do just that-interaction with the home-
less peoples of Broward. On October 31, Bari
Grossman and myself visited the Salvation Army
located on Broward Boulevard. just east of the 1-95
exit.
At first, I was a little nervous and afraid. I was
stepping into something new and different, and pos-
sibly even dangerous. I didn't know what to expect,
so I expected the worst. But I was wrong. Everyone
there was friendly and eager to talk and answer
questions.
We asked them what they wanted, and they
suggested the necessities, such as food, clothing, and
shelter. When speaking with many people, we real-
ized thatall they could see was a short term solution-
they needed immediate help.
However, as the Volunteerism Board see it, it is
important to fmd a strategic plan for long-term reso-
lution. That is the exact reason why we brought with
us a national petition by the Coalition for the Home-
!r:ss, asking President Clinton to address the issues
immediately. Over 15 signatures of homeless indi-
viduals were obtained.
We have just begun to fight these issues. There
is a lot more to do and each one of us can make a
difference. Homeless people arejust like you and me.
They have the same wants, the same needs, and they
deserve the same respect.
Join the Volunteer Board in their cam-
paign. If you are interested, or would like
further information on the plight of the home-
less, contact Bari Grossman at (305) 476-4871.
The opening song, "Serve the Servants",
displays Kurt Cobain's uncanny ability to
Over the past several months music, as arrange such captivating sonnets, while ru- hard-core stability to make the variety of
a whole, has undertaken a rather nauseating ining his "Ulysses" equivalent with, "The images much more tangible.
trend. It seems that talent has been replaced legendary divorce is such a bore." Lyric As for the other two song's mentioned:
with the mere mention of "revolution" (4 mismanagement is certainly one of the re- flfSt, "Frances Farmer..... isn't exceptional
Non Blondes), and with it, the overwhelm- occurring themes. But, then again, so is, in terms of both instrumental and lyrical
ingly popular "teenage-angst movement" flfSt rate, down home, kick-ass grunge- quality, but the tone of the piece works very
has more or less been "oat-brained." Seattle style. well. There's a profound nastiness that
Trapped within a media circle, most of "Heart-Shaped Box," "Rape Me," becomes extremely addicting. With lines
us tend to forget that generic brands, while "FrancesFarmerWill Have Her Revenge on like: "It's so relieving, to know that you're
"cheaper" than their competitors, are, in Seattle," and "tourette's" capture the full leaving, as soon as you get paid," the pun-
fact, generic, and hav. •.• . • . '. 'shmentisallowed to lin-
no place in the alterna 'Rape Me, bemg the extremelycontroversial song that It IS IHA HA HA HA ~er, causing total and
tiveand/orcommercial HA HAl} is also perhaps the most well-orchestrated song on the album. ~nadulterated engross-
society ofmusic. Witll " ment.
this in mind, it became apparent that flavor of Nirvana's musical diversity. Second, "tourette's" was merely in-
Nirvana's latest, In Utero, had been sent to "Heart-Shaped Box:' while more of a bal- tended to pay homage to the other thrash
revert us back to, a long forgotten, promised lad, has a tremendous bite, and entrances the songofits type, "Territorial Pissings," which
land. very second it tickles the ear with an under- wasonNeyennind. Put it this way: ifyou're
With Neyennind forever shadowing stated array of visual psychosis. searching for the meaning of life (42,~
each new inspiration, attempting to re-cre- "Rape Me," being the "extremely con- Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, by Dou-
ate themselves as "The band with no expec- troversial" song that it is (HA HA HA HA glas Adams), don't bother listening to this
tations," might have sealed Nirvana's fate, HA HAl) is also, perhaps, the most well- beauty. However, if you're looking for
much like many otherpreviously successful orchestrated song on the album. It's the only some serious mosh-pit mayhem, in under
musicians (Prince, or whatever that symbol song I can honestly refer to as smooth. Not tltree minutes, then "tourette's" would be
is). So, In 1hero, for the most part, keeps necessarily a good thing, but, in this ca<;e, it
with the original format, unpredictable. most certainly is. It brings a much needed
Tracy Froebel '
When one hears the word "score,': one
thipks offootball, hockey, or soccer games.
However, for numerous Nova University
students the word "score" does not bring
thoughts of footballs, hockey pucks, or soc-
cer ~alls. Instead, 'thoughts ofvolunteerism.
leadership, awareness, and education come
to mind.
The SCORE program was instituted in
the Fall of 1994, and was originally nick-
named "Dharma." However, as the
pro~'ssize increased to sixty-seven stu-
dents in the Fall of 1993, it became identi-
fied .as SCORE. In this sense the word
see "·S C OR Eon' 4
What Is SCORE
and what does
, it stand for?
affected by the merger. Nova and South-
eastern Universities have become one for
the simple reason that "The whole is greater
than the sum ofits parts," as President Terry
s~.
Nova University's $110 million annual
revenue will be pooled with Southeastern's
Dr. Stephen Feldman (left), President ofNOva
University, and Dr. Morton Terry (right), President
afSoutheastern University ofthe Health Sciences.
see MIJRGING on 4
Tracy Froebel
What does th's New Yeor
hold in ,store for Nova?
N '.. is'·•·· •• ;/·•••1.1· .....•.. ', .... '.' ..•..•'......> ·.·N.·.·•...............··.'it ···Il·· . .. ... ..•..eWi ...·~I"'"n9s01' .....•. ·O'f9!f ~Qmp.us
Kimber Shaip
~
.IfYOUhavevi~i~(It6~~~!atfniveiSitY .
campus.in tbeJasl\Woy~,~OUlllllst.l)a\1e
. noticedtbefllJI?·of~~tivi~·g$llgpll·:~lJll­
dozers,JandSc~S, AAd,'ibui1dilJ&Jllainte-
,nance people~u{ldtrOQleYery,dire(;~<»l;
Even though this S()lUldS a bithec.tic,J~Q~
Universitywill be,tJ!e.()nebenetit:iary ofiill
thiss~lIliIlgJy~(J~~~;· '
. .In~lengthY,~i'
~.. ,.>.,.,.~~~-face of tile N'oYl:lcamptisiD the up:~
~2~~~
'. Yes~ the bhl~plj;ntSbave.akeady!~n
approVedfortheWilliamand.NonnaHorvi~
'AdIitinistration Building. ConstruCtioq wi.ll
begin in January 1994, and is schedQ'ltd to,
A rendering of the Will~am and NOr1Jla Horl'iizAdministration Building, to i'e
see CONS TR UCT(ONon .8 constructed on Nova's main camp.us, Fortt-.auderdaJe, ill January 1994.
Beginning in 1994 and continuing in
the years to come, Nova' University will
undergo immense changes' academically,
geographically, and professionally. On
Tuesday, October 26, at 10:45, a.m.,t}1e
Presidents of Nova and Southeastern Uni-
versities jQined together to sign the off(cial
merger agreement At the start of the new
year, in January 1994, NovaUniversity will
be established as Nova Southeastern Uni-
versity.
At a press conference on October 26,
both Dr. Morton Terry, President of South~
~tern University of the Health Sciences,
andDr. Stephen Feldman, PresidentofNov~
'University, emphatically stated that the
merger waS by no means a "rescue merger."
Both University Presidents agreed that
the employment of Nova's 1,400 or
, ;, .,S~eastern' s40Q emp!oyees would.not be
See Arts on 9
See Sponder's
Sports on 10
Knights Basketball
Outlook Promising
Novo Students
Va I unt ee r
Help toChHdren,
H'omeJess, and
~;'·~.Q·JIl·JJ'l.···tJ·.··.o •.•b~.··.V.
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Probation for What's Missing
Prophylactics from Rape Debates
. by "Michele James"
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has ever had a gut feeling about someo
and the feeling warns you to beware, I
litely excuse yourself and leave. That jl
might save you from being a victim. I
person should be sexually assaulted, bu
does happen.
Men, ifyou evergetangry because y<
girlfriend is not ready, or does not wanl
have sex, don't force her to have sex. PIe;
think how you would feel if someone I
that to your mother, sister, grandmotlJ
course and the male partner knows it.
He knew I did not want to be the
because I tried to claw him and hurt him, ill
I stated I did not want to engage in sexu
activity. He did not care what I wanted!
I do not want the readers to pity me, b
I want them tobeeducated. Ifany individu
has been raped, talk to someone. If one
scared itmay happen, be very careful. If0
452-1553, any time.
The opinions expressed in The
Knight do not represent the opinions
of Nova University or any person or
group associated with Nova Univer-
sity. Each individual, group, or tur-
key speaks for herself, himself, or
-itself.
The Knight staff reserves the
right to edit, exclude, return, or give
thanks for any submitted materials
at The Knight staffs discretion.
N.U.T.S.
..gobble, gobble"
"Michele James"
Sarah Polo
Donna Kaye
WNKR
N.U.B.S.A.
The Knight is the official stu-
dent newspaper of Nova University.
All university members are encour-
aged to submit maize, sweet pota-
toes, or anything they desire for pub-
lication or consumption.
The Knight office is located on
the main campus of Nova Univer-
sity, Fort Lauderdale, on the second
floor of the Rosenthal Student Cen-
ter, in room 208.
Telephone The Knight at (305)
Chris Kehl
Tia Shafiq
Bari Grossman
N.I.S.A..
N.A.T.U.R.E.
Men, if you ever get angry because your girlfriend is not ready,
or does not want to bave sex, don't force ber to bave sex.
me to go to a movie. Though I could not go
to the movies, he picked me up anyway. I
did not ask where we were going, nor did he
tell me. He drove to a secluded spot, that is
now Sawgrass Mills Mall, but at the time it
was dirt hills.
We sat talking and looking at the stars,
and then he kissed me once before ordering
me to take my pants off. He then proceeded
STAMPS:
Diversitv
throu,gh
Philatelv
...will oppeor in the next issue ofTHE KNIGHT!
Look forward [0: AIDS Stamps around the World
President Clinton on Foreign Stamps
The Madonna Stamp Phenomenon
~;~~/~~~n·~~;~~~;~·~
!··~.'~-lt~J. , ,,'~ .~f~«?~~~!~!~~\~~)/~'.:
• The following piece is written und&r a
pseudonym because the writer sees no need
to make hersel f the object of overt
sensationalism. This story is true, and
these are the wr i"ter' S opi.ni ODS.
Chris Kehl
Ladies: everhave thatnot-so-fresh feel-
ing? Guys, do you know how to relieve the
burning itchofrecurrenthemorrlloids? Want
to know the phone sex numbers for guys to Since entering college a few months
talk to girls, or girls to talk to guys, or for ago, I have noticed something. There are
guys to talk to guys, and fmally, for girls to certain topics, mainly abortion, religion, and
talk to girls? daterape,everyonelovestodebate.Ithought
Where do you fmd all this information when I came to college I could start from
and more? Probably between the breaks in scratch, but I cannot because my repressed
"Seinfeld" and "Monday Night Football." nightmare keeps haunting me.
That's right! Commercials! I was a fourteen yearold virgin who had
In the "Gay Nineties," we, the con- never had a real boyfriend, and yes, I did
sumer, can fmd everything we need on tele- know my attacker quite well. He was hand- to pin me down and pulled out a condom.
vision-from the Thighmaster to the SouV some, had a car, and was a junior in high Rather politically correct, don't you think?
Psychic Hotline. It seems all consumer school. I was a freshman, fourteen years old You are probably thinking, well why
needs are to be met by our new best friend, and very naive. I didn't believe these things didn'tsherunorscreamorsomething. Well,
the television. But what happens when we happened in real life, but now I know they very honestly, I was afraid for my life. Ihad
grow up? Well, there's always the driving do. seen this guy angry beforeand I knew he had
school ads, and the "Oxy 10" spots. I am writing this article because I am a bad temper. He would not think twice
Okay, but what happens when little sick and tired of hearing how the "experts" about hitting me.
Jane and John want to explore the wonders feel about rape. I was a victim, and am now So I lay there and let him sexually
of the dirty three letter word that starts with a survivor. I am not proud of this, nor did I attack me. You are saying to yourself, she
"s" and ends with "XT' ask to be raped. I was not dressed provoca- didn't outrightly say no..So it isn't rape,
The first concern of any parent, or re- tively, nor were we "fooling around and right? No, wrong it is rape if the woman
sponsible adult, is to warn their child of the went too f~." does not want to partake in sexual inter- see V leT 1 M 0 n j
dangers of partaking in sexual intercourse. Very sunplyput, he called me and asked IrF~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thisinclusdesteenagepregnancy,somegood boob Kimber Sharp Indt'an cht'e'~ E
natured ID's, and of course, Acquired tube big wigs into believing that ifthey . J
Immune Deficiency Syndrome. play "condom commercials," no one will Tracy Froebel associate pilgrim
h hlfthlleselOvfelhypro~IPectsdon'tscare wdanate~ the~IShowdsS' GdoodM' Bkrin~ on the Jason Domasky chilled cranberry saucetee out 0 t e chi d, then what do cmg grr s, an pu s ac enZle wear- • • •
you do? You, of course, turn to your ing lubricated condom hats. Anthony DominiCI turkey carver / pocket liner
best friend. I say let these groups boycott television Jeff Sponder lima beans and athletic munchies
Ifyou turn to television for guidance, as for a while, and catch up on their reading. P t F k I h b k d h ..
we did just a paragraph ago, then 10 and Specillcally, they can read Attorney Gen- res on ren e e a e t e pumpkm pte
behold, we see a sonogram of an unborn eral, Janet Reno's predecessor, C. Everett Dr. Chris Jackson stuffing and basting advisor
fetus about to be aborted, and a strong mes- Koop's, study on AIDS, and its dramatic
sage thatabortion is wrong. We see that side increase in the youth of America, due to
of the argument. many factors-including lackofknowledge
Now, where are the Pro-choice ads? of safer sex methods.
Whoops,mymistake, there aren'tany. Well, I welcome all rebuttals that will justify
that's okay. As long as the networks broad- the shunning of prophylactic commercials
cast safer sex commercials too, right? during the breaks between "In Living
Wrong! Notasingleone. Everwonder Color's" Fly Girls and "Martin."
why this is? Remember: ignorance of the
In an era 'where we went from "free truth is no excuse.
love" to "free AIDS testing," you would
think a conscious person would be able to
fmd one commercial for condoms on the
tube. Don't be fooled by MTV orother pay
channels thatmentionprophylactics in pass-
ing, or to the beat of the commercialized
drummer.
Where'stheBeef? Betteryet, "Where's
the Rubbers?"
You will never find a thirty-second
commercial for Trojans- "Ribbed for
her pleasure"-on any of the major
networks.
It seems that certain groups, that shall
remain nameless, have threatened these
-:c..
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THANK YOU!
Thank you to Sarah Polo, Maria
Menendez, Donna Kaye, and Lysa
Brock, for working so hard, doing
such a wonderful job, and making
my life just a little less hectic.
-Bar1 Grossman
Liaison for Campus Volunteerism
*
The Volunteer Board would like to
thank everyone who volunteered to make
'Karnival4 Kids' the huge success that it
was. Special thanks go out to Terry
O'BrienandMikeMansfield, whoplanned
the activities and games,· as well as
Stephanie Castonguay and the rest of the
StudentLifebody, for enduring the scorch-
ing heat and barbecuing anyway.
Another very special thank you goes
out to N.I.S.A. (Nova International Stu-
dent Association), N.U.T.S. (Nova Uni-
versity Theatrical Society), N.U.B.S.A.
(NovaUniversity Black Student Associa- ,
tion), R.S.A. (Resident Student Associa-
tion), and countless numbers ofother vol-
unteers!
Ifyou volunteered, but forgot to sign
in, please call Bari Grossinan at (305)
476-4871 so that you can receive your
well-deserved certificate of appreciation
from the Volunteer Board.
Thank you again for
Making A Difference!
The Volunteer Board of Nova Uni-
versity would like to extend a word of
thanks to the following contributors to the
1st Annual 'Karnival4 Kids':
American Red Cross
Another Generation Preschool
Astro Jump of Florida
Broward County School Board
Homeless Education Program
Dr. Joe Lakovich
Firestone Tire and service
Francis Jackman
Jones Intercable
McDonald's
Mikey Betesh
Miss Lysa Brock
Nova Books
'Our Favorite Purple Dinosaur'
·Parc 28 Restaurant
Publix
Sandy Grossman and Family
Service Plus U.S.A.
smarty Pants 'the Clown
Stan Stake
Window Classics
WNKR College Radio
The Campus Volunteerism "Make a Difference" team!
an event held nationally throughout the
United States.
Director of Student Life, Brad Wil-
liams, was quite pleased with the turnout,
and stated, "I thought it was an incredible
success."
Mr. Williams also commented that
Nova University plans to add "Make A
Difference Day" to the annual Student
Life calendar, because it was "one of the
best events I've been associated with
through Student Life. It was just really
positive."
The volunteers were the "difference"
in the day.
Two volunteers from the American
Red Cross attended the event in addition
toNovastudents. The Liaison for Cam-
pus Volunteerism, in conjunction with
Student Life, organized the event.
The volunteer board, consisting of
Sarah Polo, Lysa Brock, Donna Kaye,
Joel Natt, Maria Menendez, and head of
the ix>ard, Bari Grossman, posted signs
and memos, sente-mailmessages, anddid
5onHOMELESS
The Irids were running around lilre it
was the happiest day of their lives.
We'veall seen thembefore. The woman
sleeping under the bridge, the man holding
the "will work for food" sign. But does
anyone stop to talk to them, or ask them how
they are? Nine out of ten people would
probably answer "No!" to thatquestion. But
why? Could it be that society portrays
see
On Saturday, October 23, Nova Uni-
versity hosted the first annual "Make A
Difference Day." This event was organized
to benefit abused, homeless, and foster chil-
dren.
Over 153 guests, ages ranging from two
to nineteen, attended along with 105 volun-
teers. Volunteers began arriving at 8:00
a.m. to set up the game booths and tables for
the big day. The first guests arrived around
9:30 a.m., and it was non-stop fun from
there.
The guests were greeted and given a
name tag as they arrived. There were many
games giving everyone an opportunity to
win a prize such as, a Nova University
frisbee, or a Nova University water bottle.
There was a softball throw, ring toss,
bean bag toss, football throw, relay races,
volleyball, hula hoops, tug of war, water
balloons, face painting, and arts and crafts
table, anda giantballoonroom for the young
kids to bounce in.
Tia Shafiq
Nova Students Really
"Make a Difference"
\T()I~(JNrl'I~I~ll \7I~Nrl'(Jlll~S
VOLUNTEER
N· 0 V A
Volunteer Board
Wants You to
Adopt an Angel
The Volunteer ,Board is an exciting
community oriented group. The head of the
Board is Bari Grossman, Liaison for Cam-
pus Volunteerism. Other members include
MariaMenendez,DonnaKaye,LysaBrock,
Sarah Polo, and Joel Natt. The Board would
also like to welcome its new. addition,
Nazarine Patel.
The goal of this Volunteer Board is to
bring volunteerism to our campus, and get
students, as well as faculty, involved in their
community. We plan and give life to all
types of special events with regard to com-
munity interest. For instance, on October23
we held the "Karnival4Kids," which was an
effort to celebrate the national "Make A
Difference Day."
Besides the recentNational Hungerand
Homelessness Week, Nova University will
be hosting the Adopt-an-Angel holiday pro-
gram. We would like all clubs, fraternities!
sororities, and departments on campus to
sponsora child for the Christmas/Chanukah
holidays.
The Volunteer Board is always accept-
ing new members. The Board meets every
Tuesday at 8:30p.m. in the Conference
Room, located on the second floor of the
Rosenthal Student Center.
If you are enthusiastic, dedicated, and
reliable, we'd love for you to join us! For
any further information, contact Bari
Grossman at (305) 476-4871.
Sarah Polo
Adop.-an-An".'
In addition to the fun and games, a everything possible to get as many volun-
variety of music was provided courtesy of leers involved as possible.
Nova's campus radio station, WNKR. Stu- 'Thegoal was tooffera day ofgames,
dent Life organized lunch with the assis- ftin, food, and music for kids of unfortu-
tance of students, who grilled hamburgers, nate circumstances," said Ms. Grossman.
hot dogs, and cheeseburgers, at the bar-b-q. She later added, "it was definitely worth
Guests and volunteers alike were invited to it."
grab a burger or a hot dog, and there was Among the guests were the Covenant
plenty of Kool Aid and water to quench the House, Kids Crusaders for Abused Chil-
thirsts of all on such a hot, sunny day. dren, The Lippman Family Center, and
The names of various children, their This was the rust year Nova University S.O.S. Children's Village. The parents
age, and their holiday wish will be participated in "Make A Difference Day," and advisors were very pleased with the
pinned on numbers of angels which . outcome of the event and the reactions of
will hang on a tree in the Rosenthal N H the kids.
Student Center. Those interested in By the end of the day, there were
sponsoring a child would need to raise ATIONAL UN6EIl AND smiles on everyone's faces, and all the
a minimal amount of funds to buy the I r guests received certificated for their par-
child a piece of clothing, a toy, etc. I I .. I ticipation.
This program is being run through the IOIIELESSNESS ltEEK The kids were running around like: it
Salvation Army. Please con,tact Bari was the happiest day of their lives.
. Grossman if you are interested. Donna Kaye 'That's what we wanted to
see," commented one of the vol-
unteers. "It didn't matter where
. they came from, or what they
had been through. They were
ours for the day, and I felt really
good about making a difference
in someone's life, even if only
for that one day. I was dirty and
tired when it was over, but I
would do it all again."
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Merging Benefits
All Concerned
SCOREi ng Social Awareness for Nov(
in the South Florida Communitv
volunteerism in both the Nova Univel
and local community.
When asked about the pUrpbse 01
SCORE program, Assistant Dean Robil
stated, "We want to extend the lean
process beyond the walls of the classn
and the buildings of Nova University."
According to Steve Haddad, directc
the FloridaOffice ofCampus VolunteeJ
an article entitled, "Colleges Make Vo
teer Work Pay Off' (The Miami Hel
September 7, 1993), "I think young pel
today are tired ofbeing perceived as sell
self-absorbed, and not too intelligent. 11
are social crises out there, and young pel
have finally heard the call. Instead of sl
ning the torch passed to them, they're tal
it and running with it."
Dr. Suzanne Ferriss, Faculty Lia
for the SCORE program, hopes that v.
SCORE students graduate and enter
work force and cOnUnunity, they will 1
the knowledge they have gained from t
classroom experiences and community
vice commitment back to the communi
continued on the right pa
The Career Resource Center can help you with all of your
career choices, including resume writing, interviewing
techniques, applying to graduate school and much, much
more! Stop by our office in the Rosenthal Center, room 205
for more information. We're open Monday through Friday
from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. You can also call us at X7504.
Stop worrying, and start preparing for your career!
The SCORE program is designed to inform
students of social and community problem:.
organizations SCORE students have uti-
lized.
Recently, SCORE students collected
trash discarded on Hollywood Beach as
participants in a county-wide Beach Clean
Up, and assisted abused and foster children
for the afternoon at "Make a Difference
Day."
The program is broken down, over the
four-year period, to focus on different areas
where leadership and community service
are instrumental.
First-year students focus on the Nova
University community, and second-yearstu-
dents center on the state community.
Third-year students are concerned with the
international community, and fourth-year
SCORE students take part in a "Capstone
Experience." Here students will take the
knowledge they have acquired throughout
the three years in the SCORE program, and
apply it to a particular field or profession the
students hope to enter in the future.
The SCORE program is designed to
inform students of social and community
problems. It gives students an opportunity
to make an impact through education and
w m ,~:~: u.um m muu •
'I~;"" ;;"tfi Graduation?!!!?!?
IJ/
r-:=- That's right! Graduation is right around the corner! Do Y01
have a resume? Are you prepared for an interview? What
about graduate school? Job prospects? Wow, that's a lot to
think about! But there's help!
"SCORE" assumed a different persona and
now means:
Social Awareness
Community Service
Open-Mindedness
Responsible Leadership
Educational Commitment
This abbreviation represents five at-
tributes SCOREstudents havedemonstrated
prior to their acceptance in the program.
These attributes will continue to be integral
components in each student's social and
professional life in the future.
The SCORE program is open to quali-
fiedentering freshman who are Floridaresi-
dents. Students accepted into the academic
program are awarded a monetary grant, en-
abling them to receive a substantial tuition
reduction each year.
In exchange for this financial assis-
tance, SCORE students are required to com-
plete a minimum of nine hours of commu-
nity service a month. In addition, they must
attendmonthlydiscussion groups to address
course work and academic progress, as well
as attend presentations and workshops to
view films and hear guest speakers.
For example, on Tuesday, November
30, SCORE students are to attend a discus-
sion on "The Responsibilities of Citizen-
ship," in the Mailman-Hollywood Build-
ing, Room 309,8:30-10:00 a.m.
Along with these requirements, each
month students are to submit a commu-
nity service log to verify completed ser-
vice hours, and to establish a rec()rd of
continued from page 1
Tracy Froebel is a Legal Studies nUljor
to graduate in May. Unfonunately, she
will not be attending Nova when all these
predicted expansions are implemented.
However, she sees that Nova's future
looks very bright!
continued from page 1
$25 million annual revenue to generate an
annual revenue in excess of $135 million.
With this revenue Nova University's
scholastic and physical environment in all
degree areas will be expanded, a graduate
health sciences program will be developed,
and the needed facilities to house
Southeastern's medical programs will be
constructed.
Collectively, Nova Southeastern will
become the second largest independent uni-
versity in South Florida.
Southeastern University of the Health
Sciences, a relatively young university,
founded in 1979 and located in North Miami
Beach, began with an enrollment of 40 stu-
dents and has expanded since then to 1,226
students. NovaUniversity,foundedin 1964,
accepted its first class nearly twenty-five
years ago.
President Feldman noted during the
press conference that his office had been
flooded with hospitals wanting to provide
clinical programs to Nova Southeastern
graduate students. However, both universi-
ties have signed a ten-year contract with the
North Broward Hospital District to provide
hands-on clinical programs and internships
for students of osteopathic medicine.
The graduate degree programs offered
by Nova Southeastern University are medi-
cal degrees within the health science fields,
such as Optometry, Pharmacy, Pathology,
and Osteopathy. In five years a student can
graduate with a degree in Pharmacy or in
seven years a student can graduate and enter
practice as an optometrist. President
FeldmanandPresidentTerry anticipate6,000
applicants for acceptance in the graduate Mailman-HollywoodBuilding. Together
medical program to fill only 130 available Nova and Southeastern Universities will
spots. add nearly 250,000 square feet to the
In addition to the expansion of Nova current Nova University campus.
University's service to thecommunity, Nova. According to President Feldman,
facilities will also undergo expansion and "Eighteenpercentofcollege student., want
remodeling to accommodate Southeastern to study in the health field and there is a
University. Two NU"A crying need in
hundred and fifty S VK N B row a r d
thousand square OUTHEASTER. co un t y for
feet will be added people in the
to the currentNova U N I V E R SIT Y health field."
campus. As a result of
The Einstein Library will expand to the merger, Nova will be better suited
contain more information and resources, both academically and professionally to
and new buildings, estimatedat $25 million, serve the immediate health needs of local
will go up on the Nova campus to satisfy the communities.
needs of medical students. --------------
At the same time, Nova University un-
dergraduatefacilities will be expanded as
well. For example, the William and Norma
HorvitZ Administration Building will be
constructed, beginning in 1994, to the east
of the Shepard Broad Law Center and the
Thanksgiving issue the knight pageS
SCORE Students Sensitive to Communitv Problems
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homeless people as something to be afraid
of! Something we can say we feel for as
long as we sit safely within our homes?
This past week (November 15-20), the
Volunteer Board has brought attention to
this issue while· sponsoring National Hun-
gerand Homelessness Week, educating stu-
dents and faculty alike, and building aware-
ness on our campus about the issues that
confront us.
On Monday, November 15th. the Vol-
unteer Board held a candlelight vigil, while
partaking with other colleges around the
country in the national Sleep-Out, an at-
tempt to understand the life of the homeless
by spending a night sleeping outdoors.
On Tuesday, October 17, the Forensics
Society and the Volunteer Board sponsored
a debate on the causes and solutions to
hunger and homelessness.
In addition, the VolunteerBoardhosted
several guests. including Cami Gibson. Di-
continued from page 3
Revive with VIVARIN~
Use only 88 dll8Cllld. Contalns caffeine equivalent to 2 cups of coffee.
see HUNGRY on page 9
I~~
,eal~
Viv~~~oWy~~~~: ~~
could have paid more attention in i~
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake...make it
a Vivarin night!
not comprehend how a homeless man sus-
tains himself, or how a battered wife copes
with her abuser, until an individual enrolls
in a program of community service.
According to AssistmitDean Robinson,
Nova has an established history ofreaching
out to the community, for example, with the
Mental Health Center, the "Mommy and
Me" classes offered by the Mailman Family
Center, and academic study programs of-
fered abroad.
The demand for volunteers has been
recognized throughout the Nova University
community, and students are making time to
take action on behalf of various local orga-
nizations. Nova University is gradually
becoming a university that heeds the call of
the local and global community.
You donot have to be a SCORE student
to do your part!
For more information regarding vol-
unteerprojects or services, contact Bari
Grossman at (305) 476-4871, or Vol-
unteer Broward at 522-6761.
/1) tv
Cl)~ /~
devotion of the students in the SCORE pro-
gram and with the guidance and direction of
Assistant Dean Robinson, Dr. Ferriss, Dr.
Stoddart, and Diane Gannon, the program
will become a huge success."
As Dr. AmoldMelnick:, Executive Vice
President and Provost at Southeastern Uni-
versity, stated in his keynote address at the
fourth annual Convocation, a student will
not attain the "pearls of wisdom" by just
reading assigned textbooks. The wisdom a
student receives comes not only from the
textbook, but from actual experience in a
certain field.
The SCORE program gives students
that "actual experience."
Service to the community allows an
individual, regardless of age, to learn not
only new skills, but to view life from diverse
angles. In many instances individuals can-
- ~1)<:
~ ~
.,
Novo University is gradual/y becoming a university that
heeds the call of the local and global community.
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"Being a SCORE student has greatly
increased my awareness of my community.
I was involved in community service in high
school, but not to the extent, and with such
fervor, as I have been here at Nova. The
SCORE program is a really great idea and I
hope that it continues for years to come,"
commented Christina Gay, a current fresh-
man SCORE student.
Regarding the SCORE program, Stu-
dent Government Association Vice Presi-
dent, ShajiEapen stated: "I have been doing
community service since the sixth grade,
and I think that such a program ispotentially
a huge benefit and plus, not only for the
members of the program, but for the Nova
community and for the.. surrounding com-
munities as well. I believe that with the
continued from the left page
J'!'t!'
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The Nova Knigbts Cbess Club
Tuesdays and Thursdays, in the Ros
Student Center cafeteria. from 6 to 9
E-mail president Russell Spl
'splainr' , secretary Oscarat 'friaso' , (
surer Joel at 'nattj' , on Nova's Polari:
puter system. Or call Russell at b(
(305) 584-8860.
The Nova University Black ~
Association is bosting a bake sale Dc
front of the Parker Building on Nova'
campus, Ft. Lauderdale. The sale wil
at8:30a.m. and continue througb 11::
NUBSA invites all students to it
lar weekly meetings beld every oth
day, at 5:15 p.m. in the Rosenthal S
Center, in room 202. E-mail Lisa M(
'metellus' on Nova's Polaris comput
tern, for more information.
Make Your Best Me
The Blood Center can also arrange to
supply an Apboresis Unit for those wbo are
interested in donating plasma. The proce-
dure of Apboresis draws the blood, spins it
down, and returns your blood cells to you.
The plasma that is taken out is replaced
by your body within 48 bours, as long as you
increase your fluids. This allows the donor
to donate plasma as often as once a week if
you want.
In order to arrange for the Aphoresis
Unit. we will need to guarantee at least three
donors. Ifyou are interested in donating by
Aphoresis, please contact David Nurbin,
President ofN.A.T.U.RE.
Anyone who wishes to make an ap-
pointment on~line, contact David Nwbin,
President ofN.A.T.U.RE., at 'nurbind' , or
call the StudentLife officeat (305)452-1400.
GOLD PERFECTIONS'
ALARM ENGINEERSTr
BUFFINGTON INTERNATIONAL, INC
(305) 433-0058 (305) 956-9391
Broward Dade
We are #1 in our trades-let us secure your piece of mind
and embelish your most prize possession *Your Vehicle* We come to
you for both installation and service, from Kendall to Pompano
GOLD PACKAGING I i ALARM SYSTEM~
.ALL Emblems, Logos* I Hornet. K-9 • Excalibur
$20 00 h I Commander • Tomahawk
• eac I *Prices Start At
. Installed!! I $99.00 _ Limite
• Limit 3 Emblems/logos Min. -L:,Prop.er Nova 1.0. Required Wane
............~ .
GOLD PACKAGING II f\UTQMOTIVE ACCESSORI
Complete Gold Pakages* I Neon. K-40 Radar Detectors
., All Emblems, logos 20~ Remote Starts. Keyless Enrty
• Antenna Base, Nut, Tip 0 I Window Modules. Voice Modua
• Exhaust Tips • Grill 0 FF I Power Door lock Kits. Seat em
I Auto·Locksmith Available
_*~ri;:~~=~~m=~m~:.Vy~.L *Q.alLf2!:~~
Special Discounts to Nova StUaents and emPloyees wnl
\
\ .
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David Nurbin
Therese Obrien
Laura Peck
Sarah Polo
Carolyn Pope
Ann Reynolds
Susan Richards
Ginette Roman
Marlana Rugg
Antonette Russell
Charmaine Santiago
Todd Shane
Robin Sherman
Randi Sims
Sara Solomon
Tracy Soto
Joseph South(:l.rd
Erin Sprague
Helen Tragou
Alisha Valle
Brian Wactlar
Irina Yusupov
REGARDLESS of THE MAJOR yOU !
ARE STUDYING, , ,
BECOME A MEMBER of \
PH1 ALPHA DELTA,
NOVA'S PRE-LAW FRATERNITY
1
\\
For IIOre infOrmation,
contact Gerard Rose, .
p.A.D. president, at 452-
1400
•
- I
Jamie Amacher
Margie Booker
Aimee Bucchino
Curtis Burney
Danielle Daulerio
Dianne Ervin
Adrienne Estebanez
Joshua Feingol d
Daemon Fields
Christina Gay
Lena Hall
Davida Herman
Paul Hill
Elisha Jacobs
Ronald Kabal1sky
Donna Kaye
Chris Kehl
Jean Lewis
Jenny Liming
Michelle Macko
John Malouff
Joel Natt
On bebalfofConununity Blood Center
of South Rorida, Inc., a sincere thank you
goes out to the following Nova University
students. These students participated in the
campus Blood Drive sponsored and con-
ducted by N.A.T.U.RE. on September 28.
Those wbodonated blood in Septem-
ber will bave another opportunity in De-
cember.
On Wednesday, December 1,
N.A.T.U.RE. will be sponsoring theirsec-
ond blood drive this semester. The drive
will be held from 12-5 p.m. in the second
floor lounge in theRosenthal StudentCeo·
ter.
klub knugget
Rolling Stones
Hit the IMAXll
Imagine MickJagger' s lips "larger than
life" pictured on a 60-fopt-bigb by
80-foot-wide screen, ably backed by Keith
Ricbard's electrifying guitar, surrounding
you on a 14,000-watt, six-cbannel,
42-speaker sound system.
Add the acoustical accompaniments of
guitarist Ron Wood, bassist Bill Wyman
and drununer Cbarlie Watts and thousands
of your closest friends.
That's "RollingStones 'AtTheMAX',"
the MuseumofDiscovery and i
Science'snewestBlockbuster
!MAX Theater film, premier-
ing December 3.
This IMAX film was
sbown over five nigbts in
Turin, Berlin and London, be-
tween JUly and August 1990,
during the finallegof the Steel
WbeelslUrban Jungle Tour.
This 89-minute concert film
showcases the world's great-
est rock 'n' roll band perform- .
ing classic sbowstoppers sucb
as "Ruby Tuesday" and "(I
Can't Get No) Satisfaction."
Tickets for "Rolling
Stones 'At Tbe MAX'" will
be available at both the Mu-
seum box office and at all
Ticketmaster outlets.
For more information,
call the Museum ofDiscovery
and Science at (305)
467-6637.
knight knugget
Barbara Brodman, ProfessorandCoor-
dinator of the Latin American and Carib-
bean Studies program at Nova University, is
available to comment on the situation in
Haiti.
Brodman, as a delegate for the Wasb-
ington Office on Haiti, traveled to Haiti to
observe the last elections held there. She
returned to the country on October 23, 1993
for a two week stay as a buman rights
observer with Cry fOf Justice.
Cry for Justice is a coalition of U.S.
peace and justice groups trying to belp the
situation in Haiti through non-violentmeans
with International Observers.
For more information, contact Dr.
Brodman at (305) 475-7()()J.
knight knugget
CCI
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with
Dr. Don Johnson,
Biogeography, University "f IllinOIS
Dr. Barry Barker,
Environmental Geography, Nova University
COSTS AND ARRANGEMENTS
This nine day expedition begiN in Miami and CXlOlSS1450 per person.
The costs include rIt airfare !rom Miami. lodging, ground transportation.
guides, and food in the 6eId, a Galapagce add-on available at speda1 educational rates.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Dr. Don Johnson Dr. Barty W. Barker
Althea Jones 7S7 S.E. 17th St., Causeway
Depan2nent of Geography . Suite n30
University of Illinois Ft.Lauderda1e. Florida 33316
Utbana. \Uinois 61801 800-233-7324
217·33:H880 ~2S57
f"'-t nolr. this sa privMety funded vent\IR. nent. Non. 1JaivenIIty nor the Unlwntyol IWnoaue....., 01 thisecpedition.
EXPEDmON DESCRIPTION
-- .._--
Our group continues its ongoing biogeographical study of the tropic:al rainfon!Sl ecoo.ystem in the
Upper Amazon Basin. We fly to Quito !rom Miami and then travel deep into the jungle by driving
south !rom Quito along the Pan American Highway, through the Valley of the Volcanoes. then
turning east. descending to the deportuze point, Puyo,local1!d in the Amazon cloud forest on the
eastern side of the Andes Mountains. We continue to trave! by canoes down the Napa River to tile
Jungle Lodge. There we investigate the plant and animalliie in the area as well as making contact
with the indigenous peoples who live there.
II's a learning adventure of a lifetime and a fascinating look at the mysterious and intriguing
Amazonia. the world's largest tropical rainforest.
c:»e'C~
Ecuador's Amazon Rainforest
Explore
AMAZONIA
January 2-9, 1994
January 9-18, 1994
~lt-t9~e ~teed-
room of the Rosenthal Cafeteria.
For further information, contact
NlSApresident, Juan Pablo Correa,
via electronic mail (username:
correaj), or NISA advisor Micki
Johnson, at (305) 475-7037.
Also, feel free to contactMaruquel
Pinel in the Student Life office for
details.
DO YOU WANT TO WIN A T.V.,
A PARTY OJ'O FOR FREE, or
15 'CD'S OF YOUR CHOIC~?'m
N.I.S.A. Cordially
Invites YO'V!
Nova's International Student Associa-
tion welcomes all members and non-members
to join them at their next meeting, which will
feature Dr. Stephen Feldman, President of
Nova University, as the special, key speaker.
This will be NISA's last meeting of 1993.
To celebrate their accomplishments, and to
welcome Dr. Feldman, NISA is sponsoring an
International Dinner. Each person isencour-
aged to bring a cultural dish from his or her
home country.
But don't worry! If you can't cook, don't
panic, you're still encouraged to attend! Learn
about others, as well as yourself, by.celebrating
cultural differenceswith your Novapeers! Don't
be shy!
As their second volunteerism project of the
semester, NISA will be raising money for
Children in Distress. They also wel- I I
come and encourage any clubs and!
or individuals who would like to help
to do so.
This next, very speci3.1 meeting
takes place on Wednesday, Decem-
ber 8, at 5 p.m. However, please note
the change in location. This meeting
will be held in the private dining
... then purchase a raffle ticket from WNKR!!
Foronly $1.00 one of these AWESOME prizes could
be yours! Through December 10, WNKR will be hosting
their 1st Annual·Raffle. Tickets are available from any
WNKR station member: Chris Mohall, Brady Decker,
James Reinlieb, Gerard Rose, or Anthony Dominici, or I
stop by the· WNKR station in the Rosenthal Student
We invite all Alpha Chi members, .Center, across from the Student Life Office.
whether old or new, to a "business meeting." Are you a person who loves music? Do you enjoy
This meeting will be held on Monday. No- having a good time, and improving critical skills? Are you
\-ember 29, in the small dining room of the lacking an escape from school work? Then WNKR is the
Rosenthal Cafeteria. It begins at 5: 15 p.m. place for you. DJ's are~ in demand...so what arl'
For further information, contact Alpha you waiting for? Sign up today!! ••••••••••••••••••••
Chi co-advisor Dr. Christine Jackson, al The radio station is located in the . • .,"
(305) 370-5664, or Dr. Linda Gordon al Rosenthal Student Ce~e~ or call efJ5) ~ • ........, : CABARET 93 :
(305) 370-5663. 475-7419 to make an appomtment. j . .
,4- ,4--. I
------- - ...~ S .......... g . It's finally here! Tomor- 4
.. . : row night, November 20th,ROLlSTJ.C MASSAGE I month ofnovernber :from 8 PM-lO PM in the:
• Rosenthal Student Center caf-
OF HOLLYWOOD :'eteria: join the Nova Univer-
Hi~hly Trained State Licensed Therapists-Clean Comfortable Facilities : sity Theatrical Society for a
Swedish Massage • Accupressure • Deep Tissue • nightonBro~dway! Comeout
for an· evemng of true class,
r (VS-- -0-0-- -0--F--F---L:.-;;~;;-' andwe watch the talent ofNova
I q) • . w/ad. Exp. 12/9/93 I Comprehensive Medical Center University shine on stage!
l. Any Length Service. Not to be Combined w/any Other Offer..J AnoI1ymous & ConfidentiaJ Tickets are available at the
'----------------------- Pre-&Post-TestCounseling . . d
"Treat Yourse?f to a REAL Massage" Student Life office to ay, or at
2883 S. University ~~. . . . "Hours: Mon-Fri 9-9 i Please(i~s);:7~:4~tment the door if space is available.
I Mile S. of 595 Give The Gift Of Health. Sat 9-6 Sun 10-5.... Call (305) 452-1400
(305)-424-0055 Gift Certificates Available Call for an appt. I ~ • for more information!
•••••••••••••••••••
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The. Future of Campus Constructiol
Administration and Psychology Buildings, and a Swimming ptJ
continued from page 8
conclude around late August Of" early
September. The building will be l0-
cated at the east end of the lake be-
tween the Shepard BroadLaw Ceotel'
and the Mailman Hollywood Center.
This new building will be a~
story design, with a central· allium
lobbysimilarto thearchiteclureofthe
SbepardBroadLawCeotel'. 1befiJ:st
floor willbouseprimarily sbJdentser-
vices, with central admiDisIration to
be located on the second floor..
Inamassexodusfrom theParker'
building will be Student Affairs, Fi-
nancial Aid, the Regisbar's Office,
and the Bursar's Office.. 1be Office
of the President and Vice PresideDl
will alsobemoved totheoewAdmin-.
istration Building, along with maoy
of the departments which are QII'-
rently housed in the '"modular build-
ings," such as Accounting and Uui-
versily Research Services.
Since the new William and
NonnaHorvitzAdministraliooBuild-
ing will absorb so many offices, there
will be many empty spaces 00 cam-
pus. Now is the lime todecidewbalis
going wherewheothis spaceisfiDaDy
designated as "available."
When all the administtalioo of-
fices now in Mailman arerelocaled to
the new administraIioo building. the
buildingwillconsislofoolymemhers
. ofthePsychologyDepartmeoL How-
ever. let it be noted that the pJaos fOf"
a bmnd new School of Psychology
building have already been drawnup,
and await available funding. H~
fully, consbUCtion on thisnew bui1d-
ing will conclude within the next 2-3
years.
As Mailman absorbs the remain-
dec of the psychology departmeol.
you may wonder what is going to go
in Parker. For this I received two
different answeIS.
. According to John Santulli, the
Parker Building will take on a more
"medical" look.
The flfSt floor would remain al-
most completely intact as it is pres-
ently. minus the Admissions depart-
ment Due to the merger of Nova
University with SoutheasternUniver-
sity of the Health Sciences, the third
floor ofthe building will evolve intoa
medical library.
There are defmite plans fOf" the
see PALM TREES on 12
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DELIJING '1'DE HUNGIlY
continued from page 5
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RENFREw CENTER
fMl'oWERINGWOMEN TO RECLAIM THEIR LIVES
1-800-532-8415
Most insurance accepted
•
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Food gets me
through my
nights.
You're at school. Maybe
alone for the first time.
Having classes that are
unbelievably hard -- the
pressure is on. As life gets
r--_I more intense, you get more
obsessed with food. You eat,
constantly. Hinging and sometimes
purging. Or you diet as though a
morsel offood would kill you.
We understand what you're
going through. The Renfrew Center,
known nationally for the successful
treatment of thousands ofwomen
with disordered eating,
D.-sgust-.ng offers individual and ~rouptherapy programs durmg
.---- 1 the day, evenings and
I weekends. We have a program near
you that will fit into your schedule,
and help you manage your life.
Please call today.
I ~ CaI/1-800-332-8415 for
our free Information sheet
FOOD & ME. It's Important
food for thought
If I eat
Pizza. I
feel
Ole Datran (11'.#320
9100S. DadeIa1d Blvd, Mianl
305·670·'161
BOOK
NOW
FOR
THANKSGIVING
"XMAS
WE GO WHERE YOU GO:
~STERD~ $180
LONDON $185
SAN JOSE,CR $140
NEW YORK $118
CHICAGO $118
WASHINGTON DC $118
,\'i,-,"""': Ilelle;ltll. tile
IIS\T£llttltt!Jic;11 1~;lc;I.le
Fares are from Miami, each WiI'f, based on a
round trip purchase. Taxes & surcharges not
included. Restrictions apply. Some fares miI'f
require an International Student ID and/or are
age restricted.
Preston "Rusty" Frenkel The opening song, "Serve the Servants",
displays Kurt Cobain's uncanny ability to
Over the past several months music, as arrange such captivating sonnets, while ro- hard-core stability to make the variety of
a whole, has undertaken a rather nauseating ining his "Ulysses" equivalent with, "The images much more tangible.
trend. It seems that talent has been replaced legendary divorce is such a bore." Lyric As for the other two song's mentioned:
with the mere mention of "revolution" (4 mismanagement is certainly one of the re- first, "Frances Farmer..." isn't exceptional
Non Blondes), and with it, the overwhelm- occurring themes. But, then again, so is, in terms of both instrumental and lyrical
ingly popular "teenage-angst movement" first rate, down home, kick-ass grunge- quality, but the tone of the piece works very
has more or less been "oat-brained." Seattle style. well. There's a profound nastiness that
Trapped within a media circle, most of "Heart-Shaped Box," "Rape Me," becomes extremely addicting. With lines
us tend to forget that generic brands. while "FrancesFarmerWill Have HerRevenge on like: "It's so relieving, to know that you're
"cheaper" than their competitors, are, in Seattle," and "tourette's" capture the full leaving, as soon as you get paid," the pun-
fact, generic, and have. •.• . • . . .shmentisallowedto lin-
no place in the alterna 'Rape Me, bemg the extremelycontroversial song that It IS (HA HA HA HA ~er, causing total and
tiveand/orcommercial HA HA!J is also perhaps the most well-orchestrated song on the album. unadulterated engross-
society ofmusic. With " ment.
this in mind, it became apparent that flavor of Nirvana's musical diversity. Second, "tourette's" was merely in-
Nirvana's latest, In I Ttero, had been sent to "Heart-Shaped Box," while more of a bal- tended to .pay homage to the other thrash
revert us back to, a long forgotten, promised lad, has a tremendous bite, and entrances the songofits type, "TerritorialPissings," which
land. very second it tickles the ear with an under- wasonNeyermind. Put it this way: ifyou're
With Neyermind forever shadowing stated array of visual psychosis. searching for the meaning of life (42,~
each new inspiration, attempting to re-cre- "Rape Me," being the "extremely con- Hitchhikers Guide to the GalaxY, by Dou-
ate themselves as "The band with no expec- troversial" sons that it is (HA HA HA HA glas Adams), don't bother listening to this
lations," might have sealed Nirvana's fate, HA HA!) is also, perhaps, the most well- beauty. However, if you're looking for
much like many other previously successful orchestrated song on the album. It's the only some serious mosh-pit mayhem, in under
musicians (Prince, or whatever that symbol song I can honestly refer to as smooth. Not three minutes, then "tourette's" would be
is). So, In I !tero, for the most part, keeps necessarily a good thing, but, in this ca<;e, it
with the original format, unpredictable. most certainly is. It brings a much needed
rector of the Salvation Anny; Pat Mantis of
the Cooperative Feeding Program; and oth-
ers for a panel discussion and slide show
about hunger and homelessness.
In preparation for our campaign againsl
hunger and homelessness, a few of the Vol-
unteerBoardmembers decided to go outand
talk to some homeless people. Out goal Will
to ask them what they wanted. That rna)
seem relatively simple, but rarely are the)
asked that question. People pass by tht
streets and hand out a dollar, or simply de
nothing at all. That might relieve the guilt l
little, but never does anyone look into thei
eyes and see their pain, or bother to hea
their story.
From October 14-17, Volunteer Boarl
member Maria Menendez and Liaison fo
campus Volunteerism, Bari Grossman, at
tended the National Student campaigl
against Hunger and Homelessness Confel
ence in Tampa, Horida. After speaking ~
many homeless, and even some forme
homeless individuals, they realized hm
important that question was.
"What do you really want?"
"They may not even know how to all
swer that question at fIrst, because no on
ever asked it," states Jim Peterson, a rna
who was homeless and hopeless for most e
;='=========::;;iiiiiiiiii~:========Yr-------------------~-----"'--J~::;::::-:' his life. "They don't even know they have
.- I I I right to wantanything. Butwhen you talk to us, shal
our hand, and listen to our stories, you make us fel
like humans."
With this in mind, the Volunteer Board setout(
a mission to do just that-interaction with the hom
less peoples of Broward. On October 31, Ba
Grossman and myself visited the Salvation Am
located on Broward Boulevard. just east of the l-~
exit.
At first, I was a little nervous and afraid. I w
stepping into something new and different, and p<1
sibly even dangerous. I didn't know what to expel
so I expected the worst. But I was wrong. EveryOi
there was friendly and eager to talk and answ
questions.
We asked them what they wanted, and thl
suggested the necessities, such as food, clothing, aJ
shelter. When speaking with many people, we re:
ized thatall they could see was a short term solution-
they needed immediate help.
However, as the Volunteerism Board see it, it
important to fInd a strategic plan for long-term res
lution. That is the exact reason why we brought wi
us a national petition by the Coalition for the Hom
kss, asking President Clinton to address the issu
immediately. Over 15 signatures of homeless in(
viduals were obtained.
We have just begun to fight these issues. Tht
is a lot more to do and each one of us can makt
difference. Homeless peoplearejust like you and n
They have the same wants, the same needs, and th
deserve the same respect.
Join the Volunteer Board in their cal
paign. If you are interested, or would Ii
further information on the plight of the hom
less. contact Bari Grossman at (305) 476-48i
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Basketball's Back!
Outlook Promising·
.$Qaring ..to·Ne:w.Heights
Th.~NovaKnight~Me.n 's Basketbal': team,
coaches,' and managers.
Jeffrey Spo~der
The NovalJniversifyKnigbtS .
are coming off their best s~n:·in
their 11.seasonhisk.>ry. going;tS-
14.,with a lo-(iNAIADistrict]
. record.andan8':~F1oridaSlDl€oD­
fezence rewrd.·.· Nova won.pre.
gam.~.tWui.ever .~fore ~u.:'•.. iis.,
fJfteen.vietoryseason.
Also. for the.r1fSltiln~Nova;
was .500orbeltefwltha..517wob-
loss percenlage~ The Knights also
made ittoPOSt.season playfor only
the second timemteam bistory.
"Those areaccompl1$mentsthat we the gym for a player of.his size (6 feet).
are all proud of, here at Nova University:' Farias is a good three point shooterlIDd·'can
Said HeadCoacb Jim Michaels. who is ~n-. : be deadly when he gets on a roll.
teringhis seventh season atthebelm of this The Knights are also hoping for inside
young program. "Wehadsome athletesclast scorlngfromreturningseniorTom€avinder.
season that hadvetygood skills along with CaVj:nder was a starterJormost of last sea-
great desire to3£complish goals and play Son and averaged 9.6 points·per game and
wellon the court. Lookingbadcon·lastyear,added4.7rebpunds. SeniorDaveMcMillion
we played very Well,againstsolile very for- returnsfor his third season with the Knights
midable oPl>Pnents... · ' . and bas had an excellent pre-seasi>D.. Bro-
Butwith the· beginm.ng pf the 1993-94' w~ COmnlunity College tiansfer Mark
season. goes. the eodofthe 1992~93seaSon. FarqjJbarson could be a dominating' force
'_.~
\t~~
~,
(
.'
--.
"1- -._..
.- ...
-
NovaStudent$get20O/o, OFt=:' wher\' you show your Nova ID!
........., - ,.,...._ IO ,.,.__'..,...GI'bI ,.,..••.,..--.~......wllicbil,.,..\II ••
-aol....... (72) eI ~ ~ -.,._.......... ..,.
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and Ginette Roman in 19th·place.
niere were 22 rnnners wbo finished
Ibe race. The Nova Knight Men'steam
finisbed in lastplaceeven with Yannakakis
finishing fifth. Other finishers for Nova
included Sal Trapia in 23. Bertram Mcin-
tosh in 25, Chris Kebl in 26, Herve Jean-
Pierre in 27, and Prasad Iyer in 28.
The top five from the men's and
women's races will eacb automatically
qualify for the NAIA National Champion-
ships to be beld in Kenosha, Wisconsin on
November20. Kenosha is located about 55
miles north of Chicago, IUinois.
"We were very pleased with the re-
sults," said Nova Head Cross-Country
Coach Jasmin Scaggs. "Our team trained
very bard throughout the fall with the pay-
offroming today. AlI ofour team shares in
Ibe excitementofMiranda and Tony going
to Ibe NAIA Championships."
Jeffrey Sponder is Tbe Kuight's per-
sonalMVP. .
Runners Miranda Carberry and
Salvatore Trapia.
Coach of the year was also selected in
a ballot by the coaches. Webber College
won the male coach of the year wbile
Warner Southern won the female coacbof
the year.
Standardcross-countryscoring isbased
on the finish of the top five runners from
eacb team. The women finisbed in tbinl
place behind Warner Southern and flagler.
Besides Carberry, other finishers included
Irina Yusupov in 12th place, ZelicaGrieve
in 13th place, Sigal Revah in 14th place.·
Miranda Carberry received the honor Distrid Runner orfne Year
while Tony Yannakakis was namedAllDistrid for finishing fifth.
Nova Hosts
NAIA District 7
Cross-Country
Championships
peted with full men's and women's
teams.
The women started off the day run-
ning 5,000 meters (3.1 miles) at 8:00 in
the morning. The men followed the
women at 8:45 in the morning with a
8,000 meter (5 miles) run.
All District players will be the top 7
runners at the District meet.. Runner of 1~lIlet t"••I.e.ill's 1111£81111'W Allilities
the year was announced whIch was the ~. • ~
nwnberonesinglesfinishednlhemen', tJ~' ~
and women's races. MirandaCarberry(fb ~ contlnued from page 9 ~ ~
received the honor District Runner nftlJi . ". ~ ~~
Yearwhile Tony Yannakakis was I.amed ~ the Ideal.~g ~or,~ose l~nely" mgh~: . .? v
All District for finishing fifth. ,l~1 The nothmg songslike"Dumb, mallesseoce,areJusttbat BUl,pomtless. Not
Wl entirely. Some sincerity bun deep below Ibe pretentious facade of psycbological
intrigue. But, if you don't see it the first time, doo't bother trying again.
The songs I've mentioned abovearebotb solid and disturbedenough to sound real
to the alternative enthusiast· Trying to listen to this album as a whole is like drinking
Jack and orange juice; God never intended it, so doo't fool yourself into thinking that
there's something there other than shea perplexity.
This, in all honesty, could have been N'uvana's shotal the "bigs". However, with
such thoughtfully provocative librettos as, "YOII'II always stinkand burn," In Utero, as
hard as it tries, still isn't quite all there.
With a little more polishing, tbis unclear, and sometimes painfully simplistic
colleague, could have been the gem thatN'uvana was looking for to make their "long-
awaited" artistic impact. But, then again, witha littlemorepolishing, you'd be listening
to Pearl Jam.
Jeffrey Sponder
Refrigerator For Sale
2.5 cu. ft. Brand New!!
Must Sel/!! Only $125
Call 452-6611
Nova University hosted the 1993
NAIA District 7 Cross-Country Cham-
pionships, on November 6 at Tree Tops
Park in Davie, Horida. Hagler College,
"Warner Southern College, Webber Col-
lege, and Nova University each com-
I~efriger~rOTiJ
, 2
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GREEKS1 Q.L'BSI
STUDENT GROUPSI
Raise as Much as You
Want In One Weeki
.100••••600._.1.001
Market AppicatlOrw fOr CttIbank
VIlA. Mel. lIAR•• AMOCO etc.
Cal for yOUr ....T-"IIT and to
QUaIfY fOr'" TIIP to MIV
.P K ..
Cell' ext .
For your fraternity, sorority
or club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a FREE
T-shirt just for calling.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
Call Today!
IOrganizarions I
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UPTO
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
IFu:rz.d .R~i.ser.sl
Ii II
l
TYPING - RESUMES
-=========================~.
'E'RE YOUR CAMPUS CONNECOONI
Let us handfe all your typing needs.
Professional wordprocessing, editing,
proofing, spellcheck. Specializing in
tape transactions. We know APA
Format. COMPETITIVE STUDENT
RATES. Fast turnaround. Rush jobs
welcome. Griffin Road & University
Drive. Call for info: 434-0989
ON-LINE WORDPROCESSING
.eJJL§
WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES
Eight years secretarial/word
processing experience
ResearchlTerrn Papers
Manuscripts
Theses
Resumes
Cassette Transcriptions
Brochures/Newsletters
Laserwriter Printout '
Fast, Accurate Service
Call 305-370-4769
Preston "Rusty" Frenkel is The Knight's resident curmudgeon,
pie-baker, and Arts page writer.
The Humanity of the Victim
continued from page 2
girlfriend, cousin, or even just a good friend. Ifone person is a little more cautious
because they read this, that is all that matters.
By the way, I did not press charges, and yes, I feel I should have. The man who
raped me is in the Navy rigbt DOW, and his life will never be affected by what he did to
me and all the other girls. Did I forget to mention that be did the same thing to at least
a half dozen girls I went to high school with? There was also the other dozen he tried
to rape, but failed.
Thank you and be careful.
Friday 19 November 1993
Kimber Sharp. f:ditor-in-ChielojTh
Knight. really appredates. ilWl1ew Inte,
Nova highway.
including the Parker BUilding, "modular
city", and the Dolphins Training Center.
Hopefully this "highway"willbeexpanc:Jed
to encomp~s the residential halls as well.
Atpresent,studentsdrivingtoclassfromthe
dorms must ~till go out to College Avenue
and then coIfie through one of the major
entranCes.
One' aspect that has made this.campus
look incredibly different is the laildscaping
changes; '. Therebave.been sbrubsplanted,
turfputdown,and flowers scattere<l through
the nowgrassy plains of.~e campus~. Also•
ill true Florida style, palfu trees seem to be
, popping upeverywhe«if'adding a tropical
flavor to.theNovasc~~ .
.'. '.'The newly planted palm treespro;vide
shade and beauty. The best ~ing is, they're
practiCal," states Mi. Santulli.. ''They CaIl
live with lots or little water. Ifthey fallover
you can just set them back up again. Thai
makes .for eaSy and beautiful landscaping.'
Thanks to the influence.ofNovll's(ne~
pi'esident, Dr. StepbenFeldman;. the NpVI
eampusismetamorphosmgfutoacOuq)letel;
differentatinaspbere from what itwas year.
ago, As a student, I welcome this changl
. with open arms. Cheers!
"'......
, -. '. .' .
·PIZZAa· SUBS
• •••••••••••• Q •• e ••••••• s •••• ~ ••• $ •••••••• e~$
'~;....-_....--'-'
NOlV 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
tht!c bight
P fa ct iC,a I ity
Pal In ··y,.ees
The'
of
continued from pag#! 8
page 12.
sUlIUIlermonths. T1lerethe fanbasacbance
to see the Dolphins "in the flesh" during
Spring Training and the Dolphins Mini':
Camp.
(Unfortunately, therehasn'tbeenmuch
coverage of the Center. Also
.bigbly unfortunate is·the fact that
newSchOOlofMedicinetobewmpletedby not many incoming students had
.1996. Thisbliilding will be locate<J;OD what·.theopportunity to tour the facility
now Seems to be an abandoned piece of· due to the conflicting dorm check-
property on the cornerofSW 30th Aven~, in dates. Look foranupc<lming
or AbeFtscbler Boulevard, and University' focus on the Dolphins Training
Drive~;;... .. Center in, an .upcoJJli.ngissue of
. Attbispoin~twOgroUPlt9f~oplewill The Knight) .....- ......•.
bewitbout a building: the ComputerSci~ Tocomb3tanyclrclllatingru-
ence Depafun~.1llldmost evet)39J1eintbe mors,,~C()rding .to involved par-
NC-S$'$.SModiJlar Building. . .··ties dealing. withconstruetion
.' ~dingttlDean DeTurk. it is likelY ..... ....... .•...•. < .•••.• n',...;·} ........./;> ....•. ,., ;. projects, there are no presentplans
tbeC.-n..ter S"eiencen-.--.-.t will be Waybac;A:~~lfq~"'.·S';lIiflfJH~d'''fJ?ttffru.c"on, tobuildJraternityorsororityhouses.~..- . .' '. ~l'"'"'"~""". . Threecu,ne& arei7JtJiep/Dm.li1jgsklge~; .' ..•.' .
DlO\Jll)&'P'V~$paces1DtbeParkerBulld-· .' .. '. ..' ..' ..•. '. ". ..... ....';.f. for thenewly acqulCed Greek Sys.
ing~·Thiswoult!~eonlythosepeJSOn.sin.'. N()va.students,baV~i'~¥<gJal)~;~~of. tem;~either have there been set.plans to
~'N<;!SS~S~ularBuilding wiUlouta sPOtts.~fe'V<})e(.l,le'~~itl~"designateany of the existing dorms as fra-
~.,~'tos~ insportsafewy~ago,preseDtl~;tbereMe: ternity orsoioritybouses.
....·~ver,:" dean alSo .s~ .tl1at.. teams for baseball. velteyball. ~er, b,a&- ~... .... If (k,eekbou~swere. to appear on. the·
, '.'" '.'''' . .. '. •.... ". .. . ,. . .. .' ...•. ,- ,N()yaC8IllPus,~twould notbe fora fe~
".... lc:Iiijfy.•ihe School of PsycholOgy is comp/fJte4..olllJC~~~~~'st?~"9tffJ· .years".at wbicbJime'the Greek influence on
·f,..,...•·...JI.i.'··.wi/I1h.00 befelcxotedtOtheif fUture (jfficesintheMoiliOOriit~i.IiAr.> ~ .Nova's cam.,pus wouldbave groWDconsid-Y'-",,~ '. ..•..•. . .•... •..•. .. . .' ••. ' •..•.......•.....••.••......•. ~~..~•......•. erably..;'..'
eVerytb~is.tcI-.betreatedinC()DjUncti01l ketlWt.golf, rugb-y~tellpjs.. aDdcro$S{e~n~ . Also.I'msure manybave recogllized
Withtbe:P~Qf the new buildings on' try,jus~to~~,fe~•• '.•....••..•".'. . ./><" ...••.• ". .tbebegiDDb.1gsofan~inIier.Novahighwayn
cam,..~~~tioDBuilding,SChOOI. ..' ,1'h()~st~W1lQ~J)3tJj~;yap~', .wbicbco~eetstbe ¥ailman and Rosenthal
of~~~~SchoolofMedicilre.·•........s~~tsw~be~eijt'~<>Dt~ing~\ ·~Uilding~~tJ:1eotll(:f.sideofthecampus,
.'-..~.,., ,';_.,,,,~~c,~;~~'::~:~'~'~~~~:::;fti:,··,:-· ' ~$;;•..• -.' •..••.•'••..•"•...•...•~~••..•
faeuftywiH thetitierelocatedto tbeirfuture ..' ..able to Walk to sPQtlSeventswfi¢lrtheii\
offiee$~theMailman BUilding. TbiswiJl teams play. .... '" ", .. ':"
hopefully be the.end oOinsightly trailers on. . . Mi. Santullibas confumedJ:bafan.
campUs. .... . . . .. Otherbrandnew,fun-~dsoer.erJi~ld
.\vImt. about the students? It wiUbe win be built very soon. In addition; an: '.
'goodnews for most that·Mr. Santulli baS older and smaller· one will be rebuilt.
conflimed Nova's plans to build a.swim- The. construction of these professional'
ming pool' f9'-. its campus residentS in the soccer ftelds is priInarify due to the fact
verynearIuture; This facility will be 10- tbatNovaUItiversitywillbeoneOfJriany* .• i"'Yb.4,a.rno··IDPa.,r"'" .\\-. \t
cated near the site of the current barbecue Olympic Villages in the country! . .~~..., ., ~A,I~U~U
atea by the residence balls. . Mterthe Olyri:lpiccOlnpetitions, the .' " .•• "4'~O'eono.
The planned pool will not be standard question WIll be bounced as to whether -w.DeIiNr"_. IIIIlrI-UJrIUIIIlrI • DaVie
Olympicsize. As a comparison, the recre- Nova should add periphetal facilities . .
ation31 pool would be similar to that of an around thefteld.Forinstance, itmaybe 2853 S UDiversity Dr:
apartment community, such as Sunforest or possible to add a running'track around '. . • . . . •
Cedar Key (I offer this infonnation to clear the' fteld for use' by-the cross country QtI-',.._...._ • 2'_ SltcJppa.ofBM'i.6 BUM)
up any premature remors concerning the team for practice; These isl!ues~ how" '. . . , '. .
size and type afthe pool). . ever, are stUl up for debate. . 4181 &U-' ~Dr•• • '12-SBO'1 •LGucWrlJill
Although an Olympian swimming fa- Mr. Santulli's map shows "future".. '. ..' ,.,... • ..,.01lOA SIJ . .
cilityw.o.uldbegreatlywelcomed,Novahas oUtlines.for Dlore classr~m.. s,.specifi- ... 4.01'»1"'WNCBJlOII~1Iwu"'" 0..
determmed, based on the number of stu- cally a few classroom bmldmgs. How- "'';~ '. . .... . . .:-~
dents living on campus, .. a pool this size eve.r, this is dependentonNova's future. "~.' .......... " •••.w, '1ft' • M...... ,,_.,_.~.~..
should be adequate. . growth, since these buildings. will not ~
Inthefaceofmimculouscampusgrowth see construction until the needarises.' . .
. . . . . .'. r----------'r----------~and expansion, students can expect that the Not to be overlooked by arts and . , S'TUDElVT' .,recr~tional faeilitieswill be expanded in ~amafanSiSthe ..~entlyftni~hedaddi-!Ba.ked· Spagh··ett.-U . . . .
due time,. . . hon of a performmg arts wmg to the I . ••
Dominating John Santulli's offtce is a Sonken Building. . '2 $ • SPECIAL
detailed map of new projects currently in . WorthmentioningistheMiamiDol- '. . .or .... 5.99 •••
progress, or those planned as part of future phins Training Center. Leased to the '. ~3·.99
growth. On this map are outlines for three Dolphins by Nova, this facility is open to I- - - - - - - - ----~. .~. ••• • .'
new dorms. eae.. h of which will be a dupli- crowds in July and AUgu.St. .Alth.o··ugh it 10aked Lasagna II L.g Ch~.
cate of Leo Goodwin Sr. Residence Hall. is currently closed (during football sea.. ..., . . •• '. • "~
Otberupcpming projects are the devel- son), presumably due to the practice of.1 ~2 $7 9'5' II Pimtwithl-1bpping
. oping plans fOr a recreational facility for "secret"strategies (among other things). • J.or....... • II '. • .,. . .. ,W . .
. students and sports teams. 'In recent years, this facility is open to the public in the \. '. ." . . . . I\.. . PIck Up Ouly.Espmes IZ/ZlII'I3
,-----~----,,----------~~ ~. - . .... , . . - ~- .. . ,- " .' . ... ~, ~ -
.,.
.tor
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~1(
